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Moodboard Wasteland Moodboard Greenland
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Enviroment Wasteland Enviroment Greenland
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Color schemes 

Wasteland   Greenland   
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Canotila
Modelsheet 
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Enslaved race

Models by Jonas Georgakakis from the Animation Workshop
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Modelsheet 

Model by Jonas Georgakakis from the Animation Workshop
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Robots Modelsheet 
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Overall production

- we need a clear destinction between the robot world and the 
creatures. The robot world is dirty, rusty and the air is filled with 
dust. There will be scrap, pipes, cable-trees and wires.
- Sound of electricity.

- The slaves are fuzzy and goodhearted creatures and it’s easy to see 
that they are not related with the robots.

Model by Michael Nielsen from the Animation Workshop

- The red color wil be the overall strong color that will be seen in the 
robot world. It is used in the doors, the robots, the slave collars and 
the lasers. Color symbolic.

Wasteland:

Greenland:
- Lush, green and bright. The air is filled with particles and butterflies. 
The ground covered in green. The world i glowing.
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Connections

The slaves are being controlled by the ro-
bots via their collars around the neck. The 
red light in the collar indicates robot control.  
When set free tyhe collars disappear.   

Transformation
Examples on tranformation from 
“Prince of Persia 4” and “fLOwer” 
that we are aiming for in our game. 
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Conceptart on tranformation, light and 
shaders 

Extro

Intro

1.000.000 ex-slaves celebrating spreading joy and flowers.
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GUI

- Right click on the mouse and there wil be a curser change when hovering above 
a slave or robot you can jump to and which you can’t.

- When left click on the mouse you will get an orientation arrow that will show you 
the diriction you choose.

Shaders
- Diffuse and specular shaders
- Toon basic shader with a 4 color cubemap  
- Parallax mapping shader for adding detail to props
- Additive soft for particles
- Glow for the avatar. Composed of 3 shaders
- Custom texture crossfade/creep-out for the healing affect
- Simple fur
- Edge detection

Edge detection

Glow and particles
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